
- Tentative game name: "In the Mech Hotseat" or "Mech Hotseat" or something with 
jockey/pilot?

+++ OVERVIEW
- My problem with BTech is it's kind of dull in a 1vs1, especially with Assault, 
but is too fiddly with record sheets and lots of (boring/tedious) information in a 
4vs4
- After some effort on different BTech reworks the problem is: If you scale the 
game to a 4vs4 out of the box (by having 4 Mechs per sheet or whatever) then the 
game pretty much ends up being a generic skirmish game but with Mechs instead of 
soldiers
- So what about scaling the game where 1vs1 is the focus BUT is interesting and 
cool
- Goal is to really feel like a pilot with heat/power management, rerouting 
damaged subsystems, performing targetting, etc.
- Almost like how FTL distilled space combat by having no map, but still being 
very interesting
- In our case we want to keep the simple paper maps with basic 
movement/positioning rules, but then have detailed power management 
mechanics/rules
- This is achieved with a dice allocation minigame along the lines of Dicey 
Dungeons or One Deck Dungeon

- Once dice are allocated, no to-hit rolls, but only Location Roll (for where the 
weapon hits) and Evade Rolls (saving throw to avoid weapon)

- Mechs are built with Subsystems (or maybe Systems or Equipment or Gear?)
-- Equipment has a size: Small (1 space) or Large (2 spaces), with 1 Large = 2 
Small
- There are slot types of Weapon Subsystems, Utility Subsystems, and Any Subsystem 
(fits both)

- Example: PPC Subsystem
[Any] to Activate/Use
[Max 5] + [Max 5] as Damage
[Pair]/[Pair] for +3 Range

- Example: Targeting Computer
[Any] +1 to dice

- Example: Small Laser
[Max 2] as Damage

+++ BASIC TURN
SETUP:
- Choose a map (one map for a 1vs1 is fine, add 1 more map per 2 extra Mechs)
-- One player can choose the map, then the opponent gets first Initiative. If both 
players want the same then roll off
- Choose a deployment (default secret deploy anywhere) or randomize deployment
-- "Anywhere deploy" is done by secretly writing your deployment hex number (there 
will be a spot on the record sheet)
--- Avoids the hassle of "who sets up first" or "pick a map side"
- Reveal, place Mechs
- Roll 2D6 for who gets Initiative to start. Lowest moves first, highest last
-- In a 1vs1 don't roll again, just alternate Initiative afterwards, pass back and 
forth a turn token to remember?
--- Creates a more give and take solution where the first player backs off, then 
re-engages on their next turn when they go last



TURN ORDER:
- Allocate Heat dice
-- Roll your Heat dice and allocate/place on your Mech sheet to different 
equipment
- Initiative (for multiplayer games only)
-- Roll 2D6, lowest goes first and highest goes last
- Move
-- Move on the map, if Heat was allocated to it
- Weapon Fire
-- Highest Init shoots/uses subsystems first
-- Declare targets for each weapon and resolve
-- Although order of shooting is set, the damage is simultaneous, so you can use a 
subsystem that gets destroyed this turn

++ Allocating Heat Dice
- Who allocates first MIGHT matter in a corner case, where whether the enemy moves 
or not is important
-- So have a rule of lowest Init allocates first, then highest does last
- Get a certain number of Heat dice based on your tonnage (5L, 6M, 7H, 8A?)
-- So Light mechs get less and are a bit simpler to use compared to Assault
- Can voluntarily Overheat which means take a debt against your next turn, so gain 
+X Heat dice for this turn but -X+1 Heat dice for next turn
- NO carrying/storing heat dice forward to the next turn
- Need a note about what happens with undos/mistakes with allocation
-- Basically once a dice has been grabbed/swapped/switched (such as through a 
Utility) you can't go back

- Movement options that are present on every record sheet
- "Walk": [Any], Move your Walk speed
- "Run": [Any][Any], Move your Run speed
- Jump Jets don't need to be specifically recorded on the sheet as they are just a 
subsystem
-- Jump Jets should be a bit less powerful than BTech. They allow you to ignore 
terrain BUT you still pay facing changes

- Roll Heat dice and allocate to different equipment
- How allocation physically works is you put D6s into the various slots on your 
Subsystems
- If the Subsystem modifies the dice, put the dice in and take a new dice with the 
modified number
-- This helps remember what Subsystems have been used
-- For example "[Any] +1 to dice" and you put a 5 in, you leave the 5 there and 
take a NEW dice of 6

- After allocating is done and you're ready, you clear any Utility slots that 
won't be used once the firing starts, such as ones that split/cloned/increased a 
dice
- Also after you fire a weapon you clear the dice from it to show it's used
- Also after moving you take any Move related dice away

++ Initiative (multiplayer only, in a 1vs1 this is only rolled once at the start 
then alternates)
- Roll 2D6, lowest Moves first and highest goes last
- Shooting is simultaneous, so if you blow off a weapon the enemy can still use it 
that turn
-- Dice will have already been allocated so the idea of "I'm going to die, may as 
well Alpha Strike" isn't a problem



-- For simplicity the highest Initiative shoots first, since then you naturally 
move and shoot with the best Initiative Mech that turn

++ Firing and Damage
- No to-hit roll for guns, everything hits once allocated to
- Declare a target for each gun that is in range
-- Can shoot at multiple different targets with no penalty
- Basically tell the target "Okay a 7 damage PPC coming in"
- Need to remember rules for damage transfer from destroyed locations, like Arm -> 
Torso
- Attacker rolls 2D6 for Location (choose result dice depending on Range):
1-2: Left Arm
3-4: Right Arm
5: Torso
6: Legs

- Destroyed Legs = can't move or Jump Jet. Can make 1 facing change in the Move 
phase (in normal Init order)
Q-- Should immobile Mechs lose Evade? (already pretty punishing enough, but 
thematically fits to lose it)
- Destroyed Torso = dead

- Evade save
-- Gives a chance for lighter mechs against heavier
-- Target rolls their Evade save at the same time the attacker rolls the Location 
roll
-- Base save is 6+ to succeed
-- Defender gets +1 per size smaller than the attacker
--- So Assault vs Assault = 6+, Assault vs Heavy = 5+, Assault vs Med = 4+, 
Assault vs Light = 3+
--- Med attacking Light would be 5+
--- Heavy attacking Light would be 4+
--- etc.
- If successful, completely ignore shot
- There are NO mods to Evade besides size!!!

- Weapon range
-- There is NO medium range, you're either at short or at long
-- Short/Long roll 2D6 for Location, and attacker (Short) or defender (Long) 
chooses the result
Q- What about minimum range for things like LRMs?
-- Likely just don't include, and instead have a low Short range for LRMs as a 
semi-punishment, or maybe no Short range at all

- Damage is based on dice allocation, for example a "[Max 5]+[Max 5] as Damage" 
PPC with a 3 and 4 in the slot would do 7 base Damage
- Subsytem Layout has hit locations built in. So you have your Left Arm slots on 
the left, then torso, then Right Arm, then Legs at the bottom
- Armor is tracked with circles you fill in, just like BTech

- Short Circuits (crits)
- There are Short Circuit slots (which are squares instead of circles) every so 
often on the track
-- Short Circuit chance every 12 circles?
--- Need some special circumstances for < 12 Armor in a location, wherein the 
Short Circuit goes in the middle [rounded up] (so if you have 11 Armor it goes at 
6)
-- If a Short Circuit is filled in the attacker and defender both roll 2D6. 



Attacker gets +1 for every square filled in across the whole Mech
--- If attacker totals more than the defender they can apply a Short Circuit to 
ANY location/subsystem, up to 1 per subsystem
-- Effect is from the natural unmodified roll, which corresponds to a chart, so a 
roll of 6 that succeeds add one type, a 7 adds another, etc.
-- Short Circuits act like the old power connector idea, in that it's an 
additional dice cost above a subsystem
--- Or every subsystem has a space on the slot/card for Short Circuit?
--- So the enemy could apply a "[4+] to use" connector over the weapon when 
damaging it, just to force more Heat to be spent
-- Bit more interesting than pure destruction, and less punishing, which means we 
could have it apply more often

Short Circuit result chart (actually pretty easy to remember):
2: [2+]
3: [3+]
4: [4+]
5: [5+]
6: [6+]
7: [1]
8: [2]
9: [3]
10: [4]
11: [5]
12: [6]

++ Subsystems
- Have an "Active" slot (with the difference from Utility being the dice stay 
until you use them during your turn)
-- Active: Modifiers to attacks, like +1 damage to one weapon, reduce damage, 
allow reactions, ignore crits, etc.
-- Utility purely becomes dice manipulation that go away after Allocation phase, 
like split/clone/increase

- Could have limited use gear such as X/battle
-- Ballistic weapons like Autocannons should be limited use per battle to 
represent ammo?
--- Do lower ammo counts so they're meaningful, no point in anything above 10 
shots as it'll never run out

- Obviously weapons should somewhat balance in terms of range, dice cost, 
difficulty to use, and damage

++ Map
- Need deployments that ensure there can be action on the first turn, because it 
would be sad to allocate a bunch of dice for nothing

- Map play is very simple, and mostly for range/terrain/position tracking
- Different terrain types give bonuses:
-- Trees: -1 damage per intervening hex (max 3)
-- Water: +1 Heat dice to allocate
-- Elevated: +1 damage to lower targets, getting hit behind cover counts 6 (Legs) 
as "attacker chooses"

- Move is 1 cost per facing change, 1 cost to move directly forward/backward, 2 
cost to move ("shift") adjacent forward/backward left/right, +1 per difficult 
terrain (going uphill, into water, into tree, etc.)
-- Difficult terrain can stack up, so going forward (1) down a hill (+1) into a 



tree (+1) costs 3

- Satellite Uplink / Beacon
-- Not normally needed, but a neat/light idea for breaking a stalemate where no 
one wants to move across a big open space or out of cover first
- Check BEFORE anyone Moves
- If a (not Immobile) Mech DOESN'T Move on it's turn (allocating dice to Move 
doesn't count, they need to physically leave their square) then this allows for a 
"satellite lock" (terminology can change)
- Place a beacon 6 hexes away from the non-moving Mech in the direction of the 
nearest enemy Mech
- ANYONE passing through the beacon hex gives 2 Overheat to the enemy Mech
- Maximum number of beacons is equal to the number of Mechs (most likely). Beacons 
never go away

- Need to account for Mechs hugging the edge of the map
-- Have a "leaving objective zone" rule, so if on an edge hex for two turns in a 
row lose immediately? (unless immobile from no legs)
--- Could be written well enough, "Half hexes along the edge of the map cannot be 
used. If a mobile Mech spends two consecutive Turns in a hex bordering the map 
they are considered to have retreated and lose."

- Arcs are sort of:
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-- Front is 1 hex in front, then 2 adjacent from that. Rear is the same but out 
the back
-- Left/Right Arm are the two side hexes

++ Tournament Mode
- Intent is a standard 1vs1 takes about 1 hour
- Tournament mode is a fun way to have variety and establish a mini-meta of trying 
to counter each other, while fitting into a single night of play
- Each player brings 3 Mechs
-- Optionally NO duplicate tonnage classes
- On loss the loser switches Mechs and plays vs the same winner Mech
-- So they can try to counter the winner
- Continue playing until one player has no Mechs left (so basically a best of 5)
- Need a way to break ties! Can (rarely?) happen with simultaneous damage that 
both Mechs destroy each other
- Game setup is a bit different. First game is normal "one player chooses map, 
other gets Init"
-- Then second and onwards game the last LOSER chooses the map

+++ DESIGN A MECH
- Basically "point buy" by spending Tons
- Each type (Light/Med/Heavy/Assault) has a default amount of free tonnage, like 
10 Light, 15 Med, 20 Heavy, 25 Assault?
Q-- Need a bigger jump between types/tonnages to differentiate? Like 10 / 20 / 
30 / 35 or 40?
- Instead of doing starting armor/slots/whatever by tonnage, everyone starts the 



same and you just have so many extra tons to buy so much extra stuff on the big 
guys
- Start with baseline 40? Armor (10 Armor per location), can shift around between 
locations as desired
Q- Max 120 Armor (only achievable by heavier mechs) - this was with 10 Armor per 
ton, would need to be higher for 12 or 15
Q- Can buy extra 12 Armor for 1 ton (originally was 10 Armor, but Light -> Heavy 
felt too close, so trying 12 as it splits nicely between locations, but 15 could 
be used to further differentiate chassis classes)
-- After first Armor the price goes up for Light to 2, then 3, then 4, etc.
-- After second Armor goes up for Med, 3rd for Heavy, 4th for Assault
--- So basically Light gets 10 Armor for 1, Med gets 20 Armor for 2, Heavy 30 for 
3, Assault 40 for 4, then switches to 2/3/4/5/6 tons per 10 Armor
--- Test Heavy Warhammer had 96 Armor and Medium Hyena had 67
--- Light 70 Armor = 6 tons, Medium 90 Armor = 11 tons, Heavy 100 Armor = 12 tons 
(or 110 for 17), Assault 120 Armor = 18 tons
- Starting move is 3/5 Assault, 4/6 Heavy, 5/8 Med, 6/9 Light
-- Can buy a bigger engine for 5 tons for +1 MV+Run
- Can buy heat sinks for +1 dice (need a better name...Coolant Pod? Or rename heat 
sink subsytem to coolant pod) for 8 tons
- Subsystems cost a certain tonnage
- Start with 6 Small slots, then can pay 1 ton to buy 1 Large slot
*-- Named "Hardpoints"
-- There are maximum Slots and type per location
- 2 Small slots = 1 Large slot

Q- Will we need min/max amounts of Armor per location? (probably not)
-- Imagine a Mech with no Left/Right Arm armor, and everything in torso/legs. 
Would only have 1 weapon, but if that weapon is a Heavy Gauss Rifle it could still 
be viable
-- Start by restricting as little as possible and see what kind of designs come 
out and if things need tweaking/balancing/restricting. Don't pre-emptively 
restrict
--- I mean if someone doesn't want to use arms that can be a valid strategy

MAXIMUMS:
Arms: 2 Large
Torso: 3 Large, 1 weapon
Legs: 1 Large, no weapons
-- Total is 5 Large Weapons or 10 Small Weapons

- As you move from Light to Assault your focus/playstyle naturally shifts from a 
map focus to sheet allocation
-- Light has a lot of movement to play with but relatively few subsystems
-- Assault has obvious/boring moves but lots of subsystems and dice

++ Mech Sheet
- Info at top (Name, Type/Tonnage, Heat Dice [slot with a number, in case extra 
need to be added for water or whatever], Overheat Dice [slot, put in other colored 
dice in case of taking a debt for next turn], Deployment Hex Number)
- Subsystem Layout (blocks of subsystems)
- Armor at bottom
-- Has reminder chart of hit locations, then name, then the Armor dots to fill in
- Beside Armor try to fit a custom Evade chart, like for a Medium mech it would 
say "Evade: 6+ Light/Medium, 5+ Heavy, 4+ Assault"
- Try to squeeze the Short Circuit chart (of 2-12 options) somewhere?


